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New Directions In Bioprocess Modeling
Drawing from advances in mathematics and related fields, we show that biophysical models of large-scale neural dynamics can help to bridge the gap between neuromodulation at the cellular scale and ...
Computational models link cellular mechanisms of neuromodulation to large-scale neural dynamics
They are 50,000 times thinner than a human hair and just a few atoms thick: two-dimensional materials are the thinnest substances it is possible to make today. They have completely new properties and ...
Just a few atoms thick: New functional materials developed
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) images are usually meant to be static. But now, researchers from Mātai Medical Research Institute (Mātai), Stevens Institute of Technology, Stanford University, the ...
New imaging technique captures how brain moves in stunning detail, holds diagnostic potential
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) images are usually meant to be static. But now, researchers from Mātai Medical Research Institute (Mātai), Stevens Institute of Technology, Stanford University, the ...
New imaging technique captures real-time brain motion in stunning detail
Advanced process modelling software includes new bioprocessing and product performance model librariesLONDON--(BUSINESS WIRE)--#digitaldesign--Process Systems Enterprise (PSE), A Siemens Business, ...
Siemens Releases gPROMS FormulatedProducts 2.0 – New Application Areas and Key Usability Enhancements
Norway's Glint Solar and the Norwegian Geotechnical Institute have developed an algorithm that is able to automatically calculate wave heights and wind directions at potential locations for floating ...
New tech to identify best locations for floating PV
Smoke alarms aren’t exactly cutting-edge technology. They’ve been around for a very long time and the systems that allow them to detect smoke — whether they use ionization or ...
If you have these smoke alarms, you’re in danger so read this now
Nilabja Guha, assistant professor of mathematical sciences, received a three-year, $140,000 NSF grant for his project, "New Directions in ... as "hierarchical models with complex dependence ...
Math professor awarded NSF grant for research
Cowboy has launched its fourth generation urban electric bike, and this one comes in two different frames. While the standard Cowboy 4 looks like its predecessors, the C4 ST version is a step-through ...
Cowboy 4 electric bike launches with a step-through model
She graduated from Emory last year and is now in a post-baccalaureate physics program at Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico. "One of the wonderful things about our model is that it's ...
Physicists develop theoretical model for neural activity of mouse brain
New Directions for/in Writing about Writing is the first collection of teacher and student voices on a writing pedagogy that puts expert knowledge ...
Next Steps: New Directions for/in Writing about Writing
Average biodegradation rate of newly filled municipal solid waste (MSW) in landfills is relatively fast, and the landfill gas produced by the new MSW biodegradation can cause great variations in gas ...
Simulation of gas transport in a landfill with layered new and old municipal solid waste
Warzone ’s new patch, developer Raven Software hopes to keep players from glitching their way out of the new Verdansk ’84 map. The patch fixes some of the exploits players were using to reach ...
Call of Duty: Warzone’s new patch fixes Verdansk ’84 exploits, nerfs rifles
Fully revised to reflect changes in the field, this collectionof essays by psychotherapists who specialize in the treatment ofanorexia nervosa and bulimia ...
Eating Disorders: New Directions in Treatment and Recovery
The Geological Society of America regularly publishes articles online ahead of print. For April, GSA Bulletin topics include multiple articles about the dynamics of China and Tibet; the Bell River ...
New GSA Bulletin articles published ahead of print in April
A champion of the unorthodox for three decades, St. Paul composer Philip Blackburn tackles a new challenge. Philip Blackburn, who ran the adventurous Twin Cities label Innova Recordings for three ...
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St. Paul composer Philip Blackburn is a missionary for new music
The province has imposed smart lockdowns at 15 localities in Lahore due to rapid increase in the number of Covid cases.
New centres to help vaccinate 80,000 people daily in Punjab
There's a new Apple TV 4K for 2021 that boasts a faster processor, improved HDR support and a new Siri Remote, but how does it compare to the old Apple TV 4K?
New Apple TV 4K 2021 vs old Apple TV 4K: should you upgrade?
Peterbilt strove to instill a “car-like” feel to its new medium duty truck line – even in its “Baby 8” Model 548 vocational ... quickly and safety check directions on progress on a ...
First Impressions: Peterbilt’s New Medium-Duty Trucks
The new Echo Buds address perhaps the biggest problem with the bulky first-gen model right away ... so you can use voice commands to ask for directions, find out how much battery is left (Amazon ...
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